INSTALLATION GUIDE
ROLLER BLINDS
Thank you for purchasing an Ink & Spindle Roller blind! We hope it looks lovely in
your home.
Please find below a simple guide for installing the blind yourself, please don’t
hesitate to contact us if you need any further assistance.
Hardware

Your Roman Blind will be supplied with
everything you need for self installation.
1) Bracket screws (two pairs)
2) Mounting Bracket - chain side
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3) Mounting Bracket - non chain side
4) Screws for chain tensioner
5) Chain tensioner
6) Chain stoppers
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Installing the brackets

Each roller blind comes with two mounting brackets
which are slighly different. The one pictured here is
installed on the same side as the Roller Blind chain. In
this case the chain is on the left.
The position of your bracket will correspond with the
measurements you originally supplied. Usually one of
the following:
1) Arc mounted: position your bracket flush with the top
corner of your architrave/window frame
2) Recess mounted, top: position your bracket so that it
is suspended from the top of your recess, Ensure that
there is sufficient space behind the bracket so that the
blind does not rub against the glass.
3) Recess mounted, face (pictured): position your
bracket in the top corner of the recess. Ensure that there
is sufficient space above the bracket so that the blind
does not rub against the top of the recess.
Once positioned mark the holes with a pencil, then
pre-drill the holes to prevent any splitting of the timber.
Screw the bracket into place.

Repeat with the second mounting bracket,
making sure the two brackets are level with one
another.
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Clipping the blind into place

First orient your blind so that the cover of the chain
winder is sitting at the top, rather than the side or
bottom. The chain should be able to hang down
unobscured by the cover.
Whilst supporting the blind, fit the chain winder end of
th blind onto the protruding pin of the bracket.

At the other end you will notice that the bracket has a
small opening at the front, through which you can slide
the pin at the other end of the blind into position. It
should make a satisfying click sound when correctly in
place.
If the pin on your blind is not protruding sufficiently
you can adjust this by turning the clear winder at the
end of the blind.
If you ever need to remove the blind, you can do so by
gently easing the bracket outwards and pulling the
blind towards you.
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Installing the Chain Tensioner

To avoid creating a possible strangulation hazard for
children, your roller blind must be installed in such a
way that a loose cord or chain cannot form a loop of
220mm or longer at a height of less than 1600mm above
floor level. It must also remain firmly in place when
subjected to force, and you must ensure that a child
cannot remove the chain from the tensioner.
Your chain tensioner can be mounted in any secure
position that does not obtruct the movement of the
blind.
First locate the base of the chain loop, and position the
back of the chain tensioner such that the loop is held
firmly but not too tight - it should still be able to move
smoothly. Mark the screw holes with a pencil, then
pre-drill the holes before screwing into place.

Replace the cover of the chain tensioner and screw into
place.

Installing the Chain stoppers (optional)

The supplied chain stoppers are designed to stop the
blind from being lowered or raised too far.
When the blind is in a comfortable down position, clip
one chain stopper at the top of the front chain using
pliers.
When the blind is in a comfortable top position you can
clip the other chain stopper onto the back chain at the
top.
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